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Abstract. This paper presents a new formula for the first integral homology

group of the branched cyclic p-fold cover I of a knot K in the 3-sphere.

Given a diagram of K with k crossings, let A(t) be the {k - 1) x (k - 1)

Alexander matrix of the diagram. Let C = A(\)~ A(Q), and let / be the

identity matrix. Then (C - I)p - Cp is a presentation matrix for //, (I ) .

This paper presents an efficient new algorithm for computing the homology

of branched cyclic covers of a knot K in S . The classical procedure ([F], [S])

for such computation employs as input data a Seifert matrix of K, obtained

by calculating linking numbers of homology cycles on a spanning surface of

the knot. The new approach described here relies instead on the Alexander

matrix, which can be obtained directly from a knot diagram and is much easier

to compute. Our results show how to read the required information from the

knot diagram in an essentially canonical way and avoid any reference to the

Seifert surface of K.

Given a diagram of K with k crossings, the Alexander matrix of K cor-

responding to the diagram is a k x k matrix whose rows each contain entries

1 - t, t, -1 in columns determined by the fundamental group relation at the

crossings of the diagram [F]. Let A(t) he the {k- l)x{k- I) matrix obtained

by crossing out one row and one column of the Alexander matrix. Then Ait) is

a presentation matrix for the first integral homology of the infinite cyclic cover
3 — 1

of S - K, viewed as a Z[t, t ] module, where the action of / on homology

is induced by the covering translation generated by a knot meridian. Note that

the matrix A{t) corresponding to a particular diagram of K is well defined up

to permutation of rows and columns, multiplication of a row by -1 , and the

choice of the row and column omitted from the Alexander matrix. Theorem 2

below shows a particular choice of conventions which reduces to a minimum

the computation in the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let Ait) be as above, and let C be the integer matrix Ail)" .4(0).
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Then for any integer p > 2,

(C - If - C"
is a presentation matrix for the first integral homology group of the p-fiold

branched cyclic cover of K.

The matrix A(t) described above depends on the method used to number

the segments of the diagram. The computationally optimal method is as fol-

lows. Pick a starting point on the diagram, and label the segments of the knot

consecutively in the order that a point traverses the knot. Define e(n) to be

-1 if the crossing following segment n is right-handed; otherwise let e(n) he

+1 . In either case, let p{n) be the number of the oversegment at this crossing.

Here is a picture:

1 e = +l:
s(n)

Pin) Pin)

The successor to knot segment n is of course s(n) = n (mod k)+ 1. Finally,

let x{n) be «(resp. s(n)) if e(n) is -l(resp. +1).

Given these conventions, let A{t) he the matrix obtained by crossing out

row k and column k of the Alexander matrix described above. The next

result shows that the segment numbering convention just described leads to an

extremely simple computation of the homology of branched cyclic covers.

Theorem 2.  With the above choice of segment numbers,

(a)   A(I)~   is the {k - 1) x (k - 1) matrix

Z1
0
0

1 1 1

1 1 1

1   1   1

1 h
1   1

1   1

0   0   0   0   0   •••     1    1

V0   0   0   0   0    ■•■    0    1/

(b) For 1 < n < k — 1, row n of ¿4(0), the Alexander matrix evaluated at

t = 0,
(i) is entirely zero if p(n) = x(n) ;

(ii) contains e(n) in column p(n), -e(n) in column x(n), and zero

elsewhere if p(n) / x(n).

Thus the matrix C of Theorem 1 can be computed from a quick look at the

knot diagram.

Proof of Theorem 1. Given a diagram of K with k crossings, orient the knot

and number the segments of the diagram from 1 to £ in any order.   Also,
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assign numbers 1 to k to the crossings in the diagram. Let a., a1 '      2 ' akG

nx(S - K) he the meridian generators which loop around the k segments of

the diagram. At crossing n , there is a fundamental group relation

aa{n)ab(n) = ac(n)aa(n)

where aa,n) is the generator corresponding to the oversegment at that crossing

and ab.. and a,, are the undersegments; here a, b, and c are permutations

of 1, 2, ... , k . The Alexander matrix of the diagram is the kxk matrix in

which the nonzero entries in row n are 1 - t, /, and -1 in columns a(n),

b(n), and c(n) respectively.

Let A(t) be the matrix obtained by crossing out a row and a column of the

Alexander matrix. In order to compute the homology of the p-fold branched

cyclic cover ¿Zp of S3 - K , observe that the entries of A(t) are linear in t, and

so we can write

A(t) = A(0) + t(A(\)-A(0)).

As remarked in [G], a presentation matrix R for HX(I, ) is obtained by re-

placing each entry a + bt of A(t) by the p x p matrix al + bT, where / is

the identity matrix and T is the matrix

^0100
0 0 10
0   0   0    1

0   0   0   0

VI    0   0   0

0   0\

0   0
0   0

0    1

o oy

It follows easily, after rearrangement of rows and columns, that R consists

of p   blocks, each of size k - 1 by k — 1, as follows:

r

R

,o

,p-i

"*,0

¿(0)
0

\A(\)-A(0)

a. <>■

A(l)-A(0)

A(0)

0

,2

0
A(\)-A(0)

0

• ,p-

0
0

A(0)  J

Here Ait) is the (k-l)x(k-l) matrix obtained by crossing out the column

(resp. row) corresponding to ak (resp. Rk) from the Alexander matrix of K .

We may rewrite R in a more convenient form by setting M = A(\) - A(0),

i.e. A(0) = .4(1) - M = A(\)(I - C), where / is the identity matrix and

C = I-A(l)~lA(0). If we multiply each row of blocks in R by the unimodular

The author thanks the referee for suggesting this reference.
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matrix Ail)    , R takes the form

(I-C      C 0       0    ••■        0    \
0       I-C      C       0    •••        0
0 0       I-C   C   ■■■       0

V   c 0 0       0    ■■•    I-CJ

It follows as in [S] that this presentation matrix can be reduced via row and

column operations to the {k — 1) x (k— 1) matrix

(C - If - C",
as desired.

Proof of Theorem 2. We now show how to compute efficiently. Given an ori-

ented knot diagram with k crossings, number the segments of the diagram

sequentially from 1 to k while traversing the knot once in the direction of the

given orientation. For each segment n of the knot, let an he the corresponding

generator of nx{S — K), which loops under segment n in the direction to the

right of the orientation of the segment. Now number each knot crossing with

the segment number of the incoming undersegment at that crossing. Define the

orientation e{n) of crossing n tobe -1 if the crossing looks like this:

and 1 otherwise. Finally, define p{n) to be the segment number of the overseg-

ment at crossing n .

The relations among the generators implied by crossing n are as follows:

Case e{n) = -1 Case e{n) = 1

^L_{.£^ *h)        n

Pin) Pin)

anap(n) = ap(n)as(n) ap(n)an = as(n)ap(n)

In the infinite cyclic cover, the corresponding relations are

an + (t-l)ap(n)-tam=:0   (ife(") = -1), or

(1-z)«p(„)+f«„-ai(„)=0    (ife(n)=l).

Let A{t) he the reduced matrix obtained by crossing out row k and column

k of the Alexander matrix for K obtained from the above generators and

relations.

In order to describe A{\) and A{0), we define h{n) to be equal to n if

e{n) = -1 , and s{n) if e{n) = 1 . It is easy to see that the matrix A{0) can be

described as follows:

(a) Row i is 0 if A(t) = p{i) ■
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(b) Otherwise, row i contains e{i) in column p{i) (if p{i) < k), -e(i)

in column h{i) (if h{i) < k), and 0 elsewhere.

In addition, the relations above both reduce to an - an+x = 0 for t — 1 ;

hence A{1) is the (k — 1) x (k — 1) matrix with diagonal elements equal to 1,

elements immediately above the diagonal equal to -1, and all other elements

equal to 0. Hence A{1)~ is the {k - 1) x {k - 1) matrix with entries equal

to 1 on or above the main diagonal, and 0 below.

Note that the product C = A{I)~X A{Qi) can be calculated with fewer than 2k

additions, rather than the (k - 1 ) additions and multiplications which would

normally be required for multiplying two matrices of size (k - 1) x (k - 1).
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